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Abstract: God is thought to be eternal. Does this mean that he is timeless? Or is he,
rather, omnitemporal? In this article we argue that God cannot be omnitemporal.
Our starting point, which we take from Bernard Williams’s article on the Makropulos
Case, is the intuition that it is inappropriate for persons not to become bored after a
sufficiently long sequence of time has passed. If Williams is right, then it follows that,
if God were omnitemporal, he would suffer from boredom. But God is the greatest
possible being and therefore cannot be bored. God, hence, is not omnitemporal.
After the presentation of our argument, we address several objections by examining
possible differences between human and divine persons.
Introduction
How ought we to understand God’s eternity? It is clear that God exists
without beginning or end. However, there seem to be two basic ways in which
things can be eternal. First, something can be timeless, that is, without a location
or extension in time at all. Numbers, if they are real as many mathematicians think
they are, provide a good example. Second, a thing can be omnitemporal, i.e. exist-
ing in all of time. Mountains are an example of temporal things, though they do not
exist in all of time but rather come into being and cease to exist. So ‘eternity’ can
mean either timelessness or omnitemporality. Our question thus boils down to
this: is God timeless or is he, rather, omnitemporal?
How can we find the answer? Our strategy is to combine one of Bernard
Williams’s philosophical ideas with perfect being theology. Williams’s idea will
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be presented in the next section and put to work in the context of perfect being
theology in the section after that, where we argue that God cannot be omnitem-
poral. In the remaining sections we address objections to our argument. At the
end we provide a brief summary and conclude.
The Central Premise
Picture yourself – as vividly as possible – as living forever. Wouldn’t it be
wonderful to enjoy all the goods life offers, such as exotic food, love, and philoso-
phy, in all eternity? Many people, and we count ourselves among them, do not
think so. They find an eternal life undesirable. There just does not seem to be
any activity, or complex of activities, that one would like to continue not just for
one hundred, one thousand, or even a billion of years . . . but forever.
When we imagine ourselves to be immortal, it seems that at some point
boredom would set in. And boredom apparently would not only be a contingent
psychological reaction an immortal person might display or not. Rather, it
seems that in the very long run, experiencing and doing things become worthless
from a personal point of view. At this point, boredom seems to be the appropriate
attitude towards one’s never-ending existence. It would be inappropriate – a
display of irrationality – never to become sick of it all.
The thought experiment of picturing oneself as living forever supports
Central Premise
It is inappropriate for persons not to become bored after a sufficiently long
sequence of time has passed.
So far we have been relying on intuition in justifying Central Premise. But this is not
the only form of support. In particular, we take it that BernardWilliams has argued for
something like Central Premise in his famous article on the Makropulos Case.
Williams (, ) said that ‘[i]mmortality, or a state without death, would be mean-
ingless’, and that ‘in a sense, death gives themeaning to life’. Williams (ibid., ) holds
this view on the grounds that, if an immortal person has a certain character, then
every possible meaningful thing that could happen to this person will have happened
after a while. The ‘character’ a person has is, on Williams’s (ibid., –; cf. Williams
(b), ) view, constituted by the person’s ‘categorical desires’. These are desires
that are not conditional on the agent’s staying alive. Instead, they are what determine
whether one should keep on living by giving one reasons to live, namely, in order to
engage in certain projects and personal relations. In the course of an endless exist-
ence, however, it is inevitable that one’s categorical desires become permanently
satisfied. At this point the immortal’s existence loses its meaning and boredom will
set in as an appropriate reaction to his situation.
Williams’s argument is best represented in the form of a dilemma. Either the
envisioned immortal life consists of an infinite sequence of character shifts, of
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periods characterized by significant differences in personality, interests, etc. Or the
life is one constituted by a stable character. The former option Williams rules out
as not being something that an individual can rationally look forward to. We call
this the ‘character-horn’ of the dilemma. The second option will, according to
Williams, lead to repetitive monotony: the immortal will continue repeating the
same set of experiences, as her character, which determines what experiences
are worth for her to live through, will remain constant. In this way sooner or
later she will permanently satisfy all her categorical desires, leaving her in a
state of boredom and meaningless existence; in short, without any reason to con-
tinue living. We call this the ‘boredom-horn’ of the dilemma. Immortality,
Williams concludes, is not a rationally desirable option, contrary, perhaps, to
appearance.
This article sets out to apply Williams’s argument to the case of God. However,
before this happens, we would like to make clear what we set out to achieve. There
are two points to emphasize here. First of all, one does not have to agree with
Williams’s argument in order to accept Central Premise. In light of the thought ex-
periment entertained at the outset of this section, Central Premise seems plausible
in its own right. However, this being an intuition, there is not much to argue about
it: one either has it or one doesn’t. What one can do, and this is also relevant for the
intuitiveness of Central Premise since one can acquire (and retain) an intuition
upon reflection, is to provide an argument for Central Premise. This is where
Williams’s argument comes into play. Of course, and this is the second point to
emphasize, Williams’s argument is much contested. There is significant literature
on the human case that Williams discusses but none, to our knowledge, on the
connection between God and boredom. This means that a comprehensive discus-
sion of the subject would have to see the applicability of each and every attempt to
respond to Williams’s treatment of the human case to the case of God. This natur-
ally goes beyond the scope of this article: although we do take up some of these
arguments, we do not claim to be comprehensive in our approach. Hence, strictly
speaking, our argument in this article attempts to establish a conditional conclu-
sion: assuming that our defence of Williams’s argument is not subject to objections
from the part of the literature that we do not discuss and is in general sound, God
cannot be omnitemporal.
The argument
We can now state our argument:
() God is the greatest possible being.
() If God were omnitemporal, then he would be bored.
() The greatest possible being is not bored.
() Therefore, God is not omnitemporal.
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Our argument is based on perfect being theology. This commitment becomes ap-
parent in premises () and (). Premise () is based on Central Premise. We will
comment on both aspects in this section and then address objections in the re-
mainder of this article.
Perfect being theology is a discipline that deduces God’s essential properties
from the assumption that God is the maximally great being. We assume that in
order to determine whether a certain feature f is an essential property of God,
we must ask whether the maximally great being necessarily has f. Of course,
some great-making properties could be incompatible so that even the greatest pos-
sible being could not have all such properties. Another complication is that some
incompatible properties (or sets thereof) could be great-making to different
degrees. Also, whether and, if so, how great-making a property is could depend
on several contextual features. These complications notwithstanding, God, as
the maximally great being, must have a set of properties the possession of which
is all things considered maximally great-making (in the sense of being at least as
great-making as any alternative set of properties a being can possess). In order
not to clutter the exposition, we assume in what follows that there is exactly one
such set of properties and we use ‘great-making property’ to refer to any
member of this set.
Perfect being theology implies, we further assume, that omniscience, omnipo-
tence, moral perfection, and personhood are great-making properties. For our
purposes, though, the crucial question is whether the greatest possible being is
bored. If it is, then premise () is false and our argument fails.
A necessary condition for boredom being a threat to God is that God is personal.
This feature of God is also assumed to be deducible by perfect being theology. With
the doctrine of the trinity in mind, we prefer to say ‘personal’ rather than ‘a person’
because we do not want to exclude the possibility that God is more than one
person. We take it that a person has a mind (with beliefs, desires, emotions, and
so on). God, hence, has at least one mind.
There are two reasons for thinking that premise () is true. First, it intuitively just
seems to be true that the greatest possible being cannot be bored. Of course, we
have introduced the concept of a set of properties the possession of which is all
things considered maximally great-making and such a set may in principle
contain properties that make someone pro tanto less great than he would
be without these properties. However, it may well seem at this point that what
we said above needs some qualification: there seem to be properties – and persist-
ent existential boredom is certainly a candidate for such a property – that intuitive-
ly a greatest possible being can hardly possess. So apart from the overall balance of
properties a person must or must not have in order to be maximally great, there
seem to exist restrictions on the kind of properties the person may have.
The second reason to believe that () is true is based on comparisons. A timeless,
omniscient, omnipotent, and morally perfect personal being seems to be greater
than an omnitemporal, omniscient, omnipotent, and morally perfect personal
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being, if the latter suffers from boredom and the first, as seems plausible, does
not. This suggests that timelessness is a great-making feature and God must be
timeless. However, it has often been argued that God cannot exist in a timeless
mode (e.g. McCormick ()). If this is true, one might object, then God would
have to be omnitemporal after all. This objection fails, though, because the as-
sumption that God cannot be timeless casts doubt on perfect being theology in
the first place. For it seems essential to our idea of God that he merits worship.
But he hardly would, we submit, if he were significantly bored. A personal being
who suffers from boredom is a proper object of pity, not of worship. The God of
personal being theology, if he cannot exist outside time and could exist in time
only at the cost of eternal boredom, does not exist. There could still be a maximally
great being. But this being, if it were omnitemporal, would not be personal; for
otherwise it would be bored.
Let us turn to premise (). Central Premise gives us reason to believe that it is
inappropriate for persons not to become bored after a sufficiently long sequence
of time has passed. Since God is a perfectly rational personal being, he has all
the attitudes it is inappropriate for persons not to have. And if God is omnitem-
poral, then a sufficiently long sequence of time (in the sense of Central Premise)
has passed for him. Therefore, if Central Premise is true, an omnitemporal God
would be bored.
Premise () follows from Central Premise. Now, as noted in the previous section,
we do not merely endorse the premise on intuitive grounds but also argue for it
using Williams’s ideas on the Makropulos Case. Our defence follows in subsequent
sections, but before we move on to them we need to face a methodological objec-
tion that appears to be clearly looming here: how can we know what it is like for
God to face eternity? We have, after all, no phenomenological access whatsoever
to what things are like for God. It is no easy task to put yourself in God’s shoes and
picture what things must be like for God; so, how can we reason about God’s
boredom, which has clearly to do with God’s psychology?
Two points in response. First, even though it is certainly no easy task, we are
inclined to think that we have the relevant kind of phenomenological access.
We can at least try to envision fascinating activities usually ascribed to God,
such as creating and sustaining worlds and making and saving souls. To us, at
any rate, doing these things for all eternity does not seem to be desirable. A
divine activity one would like to be engaged in forever simply does not come to
mind. Second, and perhaps more importantly, most of what we do in the following
sections does not concern psychological speculations about God’s inner life.
Central Premise puts forward a normative claim and not a psychological or phe-
nomenological one and, accordingly, our defence mostly consists in arguing for
what is appropriate and what is not appropriate for God to have, to pursue, or
to be like. These are not psychological but logical, conceptual, metaphysical, or
ethical claims that are therefore not subject to the methodological objection
under consideration.
God and eternal boredom 
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Having set this worry aside, in the next section we have to face in more detail an
objection similar in nature. We will deal with the charge that we anthropomor-
phize God and that, therefore, our argument is a non-starter. The section that
follows discusses the character-horn of Williams’s dilemma and aims to show
that God has a fixed set of categorical desires. The next five sections concern the
boredom-horn of Williams’s dilemma: we argue that none of God’s categorical
desires will prevent him from suffering from boredom if he knows the future
and is omnitemporal. Finally, in the penultimate section we show that, while
divine ignorance could be a way for God to escape boredom, this solution
comes with high theological costs.
A category mistake?
A natural way to spell out the charge that we anthropomorphize God is to
accuse us of making a category mistake. ‘Having a boring existence’ as well as
‘avoiding boredom’ are categories for humans with their psychological shortcom-
ings but these categories do not apply to God because God is maximally great and
thus has a perfect psychology.
Proponents of the objection, however, need to say more than this. We share
Williams’s intuition that rational persons cannot – on pain of endless character
shifts – avoid boredom in an omnitemporal existence. The objection simply
denies this general claim when it comes to God, pointing to his perfect psychology.
But appeal to God’s being the greatest possible being will not do. We accept that
God is the greatest possible being and has a perfect psychology. The dialectical
situation is such that we argue for this very reason that God will be timeless
rather than forever bored. Recall that according to Central Premise it seems appro-
priate to be bored when a sufficiently long sequence of time has passed.
To see what is wrong with insisting that God, in virtue of his being maximally
great, can be omnitemporal without being bored consider the following analogy.
Some passages in the Old Testament seem to say that God commanded his
people to commit atrocities such as genocide. Whatever the right reaction to
these passages might be, it certainly is not reasonable to accept these atrocities
as being justified (pace Craig ). But someone who does exactly this could
try to argue that, since God commanded those atrocities and God is morally
perfect, the genocide was right and even obligatory. This argument, however,
would be circular in a dangerous way. Rather than letting our well-reflected
moral judgements determine which actions can be attributed to God because
they are consistent with God’s moral perfection, and which cannot, this argument
leads us to give up our well-reflectedmoral judgements without offering any moral
considerations to this effect. Such an argument bears witness to a blind, unreason-
able faith.
This analogy suggests that we should take seriously our well-reflected normative
intuitions when determining God’s features rather than presuppose some (non-
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essential) features of God and adapt our intuitions or restrict their scope accord-
ingly. Our judgement that it is appropriate for omnitemporal agents to suffer
from boredom rests on well-reflected intuitions. This judgement enables us to
put forward an argument for God’s being timeless rather than omnitemporal. To
say that God cannot be bored simply because he is the greatest possible being is
as unreasonable as saying that genocide commanded by God would not be
wrong (or would not be genocide) simply because it is commanded by God. We
should not limit the scope of our judgement that it is appropriate for omnitem-
poral agents to suffer from boredom as long as we do not hear arguments that
concern the very subject matter for the limitation, that is, arguments dealing
with the appropriateness of attitudes of agents who face eternity.
Why God has a fixed character
With the objection that our argument is a non-starter out of the way, we can
now turn to the character-horn of Williams’s dilemma. In the human case one can
legitimately enquire why Williams rules out an immortal whose character continu-
ously changes in the course of her endless existence. However, such enquiry
could appear self-contradictory in God’s case. For God has often been considered
to be immutable in the sense that he is not amenable to change with respect to any
of his non-relational properties. Consequently, the claim that God’s character
changes in order to avoid the first horn of Williams’s dilemma seems to be
ruled out because God is unchangeable.
However, this conclusion is too quick. It is often pointed out that an omnitem-
poral and omniscient God cannot be immutable if certain of his beliefs, namely
those that contain temporal indexicals, change with time. To give an example,
the proposition
It is raining now
is only true, on a tensed view of time, at the time when it is raining, namely now,
hence the only time a God who exists in time can know this proposition is now.
That is, he can have neither foreknowledge nor memory of this particular propos-
ition, nor of any other similarly indexical proposition. This does not mean that God
is not omniscient. God still knows all true propositions at every point in time and
believes no false ones. However, the existence of propositions with temporal
indexicals does pose a threat to God’s immutability, for he literally has to
change his mind, i.e. his beliefs, in order to gain knowledge of these propositions.
Also, this change in beliefs might well bring along changes in intention and
emotion. Hence, it seems, it is far from obvious that immutability is an essential
attribute of God.
There is a good way to handle this problem. It is to distinguish loose and strict
immutability. Unlike the latter, the former is compatible with God’s having
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changing beliefs; what it maintains is that God’s character does not change, the
idea being that strict immutability is arguably a natural attribute of a timeless
God, but is unnecessarily demanding of an omnitemporal God (cf. Gale (),
–; (), –). The character of a person, to repeat, is, according to
Williams, constituted by her categorical desires, which are not conditional on
her staying alive but which give her reasons to live in order to engage in projects
and personal relationships. Loose immutability, we submit, is an essential prop-
erty of an omnitemporal God. And God’s having loose immutability is sufficient
for ruling out character changes.
Why would an omnitemporal and omniscient God’s character not be affected by
his changing beliefs? First, one can argue that loose immutability is a great-making
property. After all, immutability often figures on lists of God’s essential properties
and this seems plausible. Second, changes in God’s beliefs are not fit to effect char-
acter changes in the first place. Since God is assumed to know the future, he has
foreknowledge about which temporally indexed propositions he will know (cf.
Neri-Castañeda ()). There will thus be no surprises or insights for God that
would give him reason to adapt his categorical desires. To illustrate, God has
known at every point in time prior to  that
God will know in  that it is now .
So God’s knowledge that it is now  came as no surprise to him. Of course, God
can also acquire knowledge of propositions that prompt changes in his intentions
and emotions, such as
If I intervene now, the results will be optimal
or
I am being blasphemed by Richard right now.
But being omniscient, he always knew that things would go this way and therefore
has no reason to change his categorical desires. So the upshot is that the changes
God’s beliefs undergo do not affect his character.
Desire classifications
Let us then come to the boredom-horn of Williams’s dilemma. In order to
avoid it, one could accept Williams’s conception of categorical reasons and argue
that God’s categorical desires, in contrast to humans’ desires, will not become
satisfied. How can one show this? Three basic ways come to mind. First, if God
has a fixed set of categorical desires with infinitely many members, one can
argue that even eternity will not be enough to satisfy permanently all these
desires. Second, the content of a desire can render the desire forever unsatisfiable.
The desire expressed by the phrase ‘I want to exist at every point of time’ provides a
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good example. Third, there may be desires that can be infinitely often satisfied.
Suppose that Adam wants to listen to music and fulfils this desire. At some later
point, he wants to listen to music again. Arguably, in this example Adam possesses
only one desire (to listen to music) which becomes satisfied only temporally and
cannot be fulfilled permanently but reappears in his consciousness regularly.
Whether these three ways to avoid the boredom-horn collapse into one or two
depends on how one individuates desires. We will not address this issue. We also
grant that, as they stand, it is at least conceivable that these scenarios disarm
Williams’s challenge in the human case. What we deny is that they can serve
as a response in God’s case. To show this, we employ a categorization of desires
that is based on the contents of desires. We distinguish self-regarding, other-
regarding, and impersonal desires. A desire is self-regarding if it is about the
desirer. A person who wants to eat an apple has a self-regarding desire: the
person wants that she eats an apple. A desire is other-regarding if it is about
people other than the desirer. If Eve wants Adam to eat an apple, she has an
other-regarding desire. Impersonal desires are neither about the desirer nor
about other people. If Eve wants that there be an apple tree in the garden, then
she has an impersonal desire.
In the next sections, we will show that none of the three types of categorical
desires will help God to avoid boredom. Since our classification of desires is ex-
haustive, we conclude that an omnitemporal God would be bored.
Self-Regarding Desires
How could self-regarding desires help God to avoid boredom? A natural
suggestion is that self-regarding desires are about something which is good for
God or make something good for him. Consider the three suggested ways to
avoid boredom. A first way would be for God to have infinitely many desires
about himself. Second, an unsatisfiable desire, such as expressed in the sentence
‘I want to exist forever’ (if there is an infinite amount of time to come) or the as-
piration for a personal ideal that cannot be achieved, could help God to avoid
boredom. Third, desires which are infinitely often satisfiable – as might be, in
the human case, the desire for eating lobsters or the desire to play musical instru-
ments – would prevent boredom.
Self-regarding desires do not prevent divine boredom for the following reason.
Notice, as a starting point, that God is not any old person, but the supreme being.
Desires for trivial affairs cannot constitute his character, they cannot be essential to
his personality, because this would not fit God’s greatness. This is why desires for
God to have pleasurable experiences, like eating lobsters, desires like the one
expressed with ‘I want to exist forever’, or desires for playing musical instruments
cannot function as categorical desires in God’s case. Even some extraordinary
desires, such as creating and sustaining worlds, do not seem appropriate to play
the role of a categorical desire in God’s case.
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This is not to say that all self-regarding desires are trivial. Desires to strive after
personal ideals, like knowledge or virtue, are self-regarding but would be non-
trivial. However, such non-trivial self-regarding desires are not available to God
because he already possesses all perfections. There is nothing God could aspire
to in these regards.
Have we overlooked a candidate desire? At this point we want to address what is
probably the most important objection concerning the boredom-horn: the sugges-
tion that God delights in himself. God is the most perfect, supreme, complete
being; hence, so the suggestion goes, his eternal life is spent in apprehension of
this inexhaustible goodness and greatness. To put it in Williams’s language,
God’s love of himself is a desire that is non-trivial, while being also unsatisfiable,
and therefore a life based on it is immune to the threat of boredom.
Notice that this objection does not presuppose the acceptance of Williams’s
claim that categorical desires constitute character. One could rephrase it by
simply saying that an omnitemporal God would not be bored because God has
an unlimited source of meaning and joy: himself.
There are some points that are unclear about this proposal, such as that God,
being what he is, really needs an infinite amount of time to apprehend even
infinite values. But we let this go. The real problem with this approach lies in
the motivational picture that it paints of God. On this picture, what God delights
in is himself, and not his deeds, not what he gets done, and so on. In other
words, God has a second-order reflexive attitude towards his own image as
someone who is perfect, great, complete, and so on, instead of having a second-
order attitude towards his own first-order projects, of all the good deeds and so
on that he has done. The challenge is to spell out how this kind of attitude is
any different from being smug or self-indulgent. Williams’s (, ) words, con-
cerning moral self-indulgence with respect to generosity, well describe what is
problematic about this picture:
[H]e is concerned with his own generosity, where this implies that he has substituted for a
thought about what is needed, a thought which focuses disproportionately upon the expres-
sion of his own disposition, and that he derives pleasure from the thought that his disposition
will have been expressed – rather than deriving pleasure, as the agent who is not self-indulgent
may, from the thought of how things will be if he acts in a certain way, that way being (though
he need not think this) the expression of his disposition.
Moral self-indulgence, however, is a vice, a character trait that a morally perfect
being cannot possess. The same seems to be true of self-indulgence related to
one’s greatness. Consequently, if we cannot seize a distinction between self-indul-
gence and God’s eternal love of himself, then the second cannot plausibly be held
to help him avoid boredom.
One could object that we need to distinguish between two constellations. If an
agent merely thinks himself to be great but in fact lacks this property, then delight
is inappropriate and the agent may not appropriately love himself. On the other
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hand, so the suggestion goes, it is appropriate for agents who really are great to
recognize this fact and delight in it. God, of course, belongs to the second camp.
It is true that God belongs to the second group and is, moreover, maximally
great and rightly recognizes this fact. What we deny, though, is that it is appropri-
ate for great agents to delight in their greatness. Our opinion is based on intuitions
about cases of human greatness. Take a decent human person, Chris, who has
many virtues and is admirable in several respects because, say, he is a great
artist as well as a brave politician. Let us assume that Chris is unique among his
contemporaries when it comes to goodness and greatness. Several positive atti-
tudes towards Chris seem appropriate: we should praise him and it also seems ap-
propriate for other people to delight in Chris. However, it would be an unfortunate
aspect of Chris were he himself to take delight in his extraordinary qualities. Notice
that it may be appropriate for Chris to recognize his goodness and greatness. But
other things being equal, it seems to us that Chris is a better or more appealing
person if he does not delight in his greatness. We conclude, therefore, that the
strategy of distinguishing between appropriate delight in oneself and (inappropri-
ate) self-indulgence does not seem to work.
A critic might suggest that the difference we are after is simply the difference
between God, on the one hand, and humans, on the other. Our observations
are based on the case of humans, not God, and what is appropriate delight in
oneself in the case of God would be self-indulgence in the human case. After
all, the critic might add, God is himself maximally great and hence he is such
that it is appropriate, also for himself, to take delight in him.
However, we have seen earlier that we should take our well-considered norma-
tive judgements seriously. We therefore do not see a problem with our intuitions
being based on the case of humans and think that not applying these intuitions in
the case of God would be ad hoc. Of course, God is maximally great, whereas Chris
has significant shortcomings (at least when compared to God). However, since it
seems inappropriate for someone like Chris to be self-indulgent, despite his virtues
and other great-making features, we have reason to believe that it is morally better
not to delight in one’s advantages and merits, even if they are extraordinary. We
see no reason to make an exception to this principle when it comes to God.
Again, we do not see how this strategy to distinguish between appropriate
delight and self-indulgence could succeed.
The bottom line is that God’s self-regarding desires will not save him from
boredom because they are too trivial. God cannot have non-trivial aspirations for
perfections, as he is perfect. Moreover, it is hard to see how an appetite for his
own greatness would not be vicious and thus at odds with his moral perfection.
The trinitarian objection
If God is a person, he cannot enjoy his own greatness in eternity. However,
let us consider a follow-up proposal that is based on an interpretation of the
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doctrine of the trinity. Trinity monotheism, as William Lane Craig and J. P.
Moreland label their position, claims that:
God is an immaterial substance or soul endowed with three sets of cognitive faculties each of
which is sufficient for personhood, so that God has three centers of self-consciousness, in-
tentionality, and will. (Craig (), ; cf. Craig and Moreland () )
Proponents of trinity monotheism could argue that each divine person’s delight is
derived from the presence of the other two persons. ‘Life so conceived’, says Craig
(, ), ‘is not only not boring, it is enthralling.’ Since none of the persons
takes delight in himself, there is nothing repugnant about the proposal. God can
eternally love himself without showing self-indulgence.
Notice that there are two principal ways in which the trinitarian objection can be
spelled out. The first suggestion is that each divine person enjoys the interpersonal
relationships with the other two divine persons. Another suggestion is that each
divine person takes delight in the trinity of divine persons, as the trinity is God.
However, neither of these ideas works. Notice that, on trinity monotheism, God is
not identical to any of the divine persons but to the trinity of divine persons. It is for
this reason that trinity monotheism avoids the charge of polytheism: there are three
distinct divine persons but none of them is a god. However, this claim renders un-
tenable the suggestion that each divine person enjoys the interpersonal relation-
ships with the other divine persons in a way that prevents boredom: since none
of the divine persons is identical to God, none of them has inexhaustible greatness,
which however would be necessary in order to function as an eternal source of
meaning and joy for the other divine persons. Hence this solution is a non-starter.
Let us come to the second idea. Notice that each of the divine persons is a con-
stitutive part of the trinity alias God. On the second idea, the divine persons spend
an omnitemporal existence in apprehension of the inexhaustible goodness and
greatness of a tripersonal being of which they themselves are a constitutive part.
The constellation seems comparable to individuals’ being members of groups
with merits and qualities that go beyond the individuals’ merits and qualities.
An analogue to a divine person is the member of a charity.
The problem with the second idea is that the charge of self-indulgence re-
emerges. Although none of the divine persons would think something like ‘I
delight in myself’, it seems that a thought along the lines of ‘I delight in us’ can
properly be ascribed to each divine person. How is this form of delight different
from self-indulgence? It seems that neither perfectly virtuous charity members
nor perfectly virtuous divine persons would have such a thought. Charity
members display humility and appear to be more virtuous if they derive pleasure
only from the good results the charity achieves rather than also from the greatness
of their charity. This suggests that the divine persons would have a vice, which can
be best described as a kind of collective self-indulgence, if they are delighted in the
greatness of the trinity. As a result, the trinitarian objection fails.
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Other-regarding desires
How could other-regarding desires help God to escape boredom? We have
said that we think of creating and saving souls as fascinating activities as long as
they are not pursued forever. One could object that the desire to create and
save souls is unsatisfiable because there is no largest number of souls God
could create and save. Let us grant this. Even so, we have a serious worry concern-
ing the viability of other-regarding desires as vehicles to avoid boredom. If the
active, impertinent pursuit of good outcomes is the only way for God to avoid
boredom (as we argue in the previous and the next section), this would eventually
crowd out other activities, pursuits, and character traits of God, leaving himmerely
with the pursuit of optimal outcomes and devoid of a colourful character. In short,
God would be a true moral saint, with all the problems moral saints face (cf. Wolf
() ).
There might be a way out, though. It is to grant that these desires are perman-
ently satisfiable, hence that creating and saving souls sooner or later becomes
boring for God, but point out that he still would have moral reason to continue
these activities. The general idea is that an agent can continue his life for the
sake of other persons, although he might have no self-interest in doing so or
might even be better off dead. This agent – God – has moral reason to embrace
eternity. Call this the argument from self-sacrifice.
As further support, it can be added to this that living a moral life bringsmeaning
to that life. Since, moreover, the meaning of a life is typically considered as a posi-
tive final value, a property that is desirable for its own sake (Metz ()), there
seems to be another strong reason for God to maintain an endless boredom-
filled existence.
The objection from self-sacrifice brings to the fore further assumptions behind
Williams’s dilemma. For Williams would certainly deny that humans – and, by ex-
tension, God – can escape his dilemma in this way. His dilemma is premised on
his claim that all reasons are internal, being based on the agent’s desires (in a suit-
ably broad sense of desire; see Williams (a)). Moral desires would be no
different and hence no exception to his argumentation: they too would be perman-
ently satisfied in an infinitely long existence. Hence, according to Williams, there
would be no moral reason to choose an immortal life. There would, furthermore,
be no other point to an infinitely long moral existence either, according to Williams
(, –). The meaning of a life has to do with the projects – categorical
desires – in it. When all these projects are completed, when all the categorical
desires are permanently satisfied, no meaning pertains to the life any more.
Hence, if we follow Williams, the meaning of his life cannot be what gives God
reason to continue his existence either – since there would be no such meaning
in his life when stretched to infinity.
Of course, one can question these assumptions: both the theory of internal
reasons and the theory of the meaning of life that we attributed to Williams can
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be disputed. However, engaging with these separate debates goes beyond the
scope of this article. Nevertheless, for the sake of further illumination, let us set
aside Williams’s background assumptions for the moment. Even so, the objection
from self-sacrifice is not persuasive when it comes to God for considerations that
do not concern moral reasons or the meaning of life, but well-being – which for
our purposes we can equate with happiness. In our examination of God’s eter-
nity, we are concerned with a comparison of God’s greatness in an omnitemporal
mode of existence with his greatness in a timeless mode of existence. Even if God’s
omnitemporal existence would be meaningful in virtue of his morally desirable
self-sacrifice, it would be better for God to be timeless. And doing well (being
happy), we submit, is a great-making property. Hence, the timeless God would
be greater.
However, onemight point out that happiness is not traditionally considered a per-
fection in perfect being theology. Which reasons are there to add happiness to the
list of great-making properties? How, in general, can we determine whether a par-
ticular feature is great-making or not? Greatness is a normative property. It would go
beyond the scope of this article to engage in the epistemology of normative proper-
ties in detail. However, we have already committed ourselves to a view that we take
to be an application of the epistemology of normative properties to perfect being
theology: we should base our views of greatness and perfection on our well-
reflected normative intuitions. Let us reconsider the admirable human person
Chris, whom we introduced earlier. Chris is an extraordinary artist and a brave pol-
itician. Now suppose a contemporary of Chris, Doris, shares these virtues and has
accomplished similar achievements. The difference is that Doris is constantly
happy and appreciates life whereas Chris is deeply frustrated and always feels mis-
erable. It seems – to us, at any rate – that, even though Chris wouldmerit some extra
moral admiration for his achievements in virtue of the motivational difficulties he
has to overcome, Doris is more of a role model for her contemporaries, more
worthy to be praised as someone to aspire to. This suggests that Doris is greater
than Chris, which in turn suggests that happiness is a great-making property.
There is an additional reason to think that happiness is a great-making property.
In his omnitemporal mode of existence God could properly be called a tragic hero:
he would be suffering debilitating boredom for the sake of morality. Owing to his
heroism, he would be a proper object of moral admiration. But the tragic aspect
would to some extent render him pitiful. Being worthy of pity, even if it is only
to some degree, does not seem to fit God’s being the proper object of worship.
Now, since God is thought to be a proper object of worship in virtue of his
great-making features and he would be a proper object of pity in virtue of his
suffering from boredom and his being a proper object of worship seems to be at
odds with his being a proper object of pity, we have reason to believe that
suffering reduces greatness and, in turn, happiness is a great-making property.
To our explanation, in the second section, that God must have a set of properties
the possession of which is all things considered maximally great-making, a critic
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might object that even though boredom would render God pro tanto less great, the
maximally great-making set of properties could all things considered still include
boredom. This is correct. However, it is not enough for the critic to point out
the possibility that the maximally great-making set of properties could include
boredom. Rather, the critic has to argue that it does include boredom. Since
boredom makes you pro tanto less great, we have some reason for thinking that
boredom is not a member of that set. We doubt that the negative effect of
boredom could be outweighed by the value of great-making properties that
somehow require boredom. Of course, in the case of humans, there might be mis-
erable artists who without suffering would not be such great musicians, say. But we
do not see what could compensate for God’s suffering from boredom in an omni-
temporal mode of existence if he could instead just be atemporal. At least, given
that boredom makes you pro tanto less great, the burden of proof is on the critic.
Finally, notice that even if the benefits of God’s temporal existence in terms of
greatness would compensate for his boredom, our argument could be adapted:
the boredom tied to an omnitemporal existence would still give some reason for
thinking that God is not omnitemporal and could be combined in a cumulative
case with other considerations.
In sum, independently of whether the assumptions behind Williams’s dilemma
are viable, the argument from self-sacrifice does not help God to escape the
dilemma. For it is not only having a meaningful life that qualifies as a great-
making property; happiness is a great-making property, too. And a morally
perfect omnitemporal person would lack this property. Hence other-regarding
desires do not help God when it comes to boredom.
Impersonal desires
The category of impersonal desires covers all the desires which are neither
self-regarding nor other-regarding. However, it is hard to find examples of imper-
sonal desires in God’s case. Desires with moral content are not impersonal
because (at least) moral agents figure in them. Maybe the following works: the
desire ‘that there is an eternal world’ (or ‘that there is an infinite sequence of
worlds’ or ‘that there is an infinite sequence of worlds that realize natural aesthetic
values’) – with neither ‘God’s creating the world’ nor ‘humans inhabiting the
world’ entering the content of the desire.
There are at least two problems with this proposal. First, traditionally God is
believed to care about us. This does not fit with the suggestion that God’s
reason for existing is provided by his categorical desire ‘that there is a world’
rather than ‘that there is a world for the sake of humans’ (or ‘that there is
beauty’ rather than ‘that there is beauty to be enjoyed by someone’). We do not
play a sufficiently important role in the picture of God as proposed here.
Second, the triviality problem, which we encountered in the context of self-
regarding desires, reappears. Why should it matter, on an existential scale,
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whether there is a world, even if it has aesthetic value in it, as long as it does not
benefit anyone? (If the desire were about a world that benefited God or other
beings, it would not be impersonal.) Why should the supreme being care?
Whether there is a world seems, by itself, an issue too trivial to provide the relevant
impetus for God’s existence, given what God is necessarily like.
This concludes our elaborations on the boredom-horn of Williams’s dilemma.
Neither self-regarding nor other-regarding nor impersonal desires provide a way
for God to avoid boredom. We conclude that an omnitemporal God would be
bored.
Divine ignorance
In this section we will present an objection that we will not rebut for lack of
space. The objection presupposes a very controversial theory. If the theory is true,
our argument might fail. But since the theory is very controversial, it is not a big
problem that we react with a caveat rather than full-fledged defence of our
argument.
The theory we have in mind is Open Theism, according to which God does not
know the future. Open Theists assume a libertarian theory of free will and hold that
God is omnitemporal and cannot know the future because humans have libertar-
ian free will. If Open Theism is correct, our argument might fail, for several
authors have argued that cognitive limitations provide a way to avoid boredom
for immortal humans. These proposals become relevant if God does not know
the future and thus has cognitive limitations.
How can such a proposal work? With respect to self-regarding desires, we dis-
tinguished between trivial and non-trivial desires. Only non-trivial desires have
a content that is intuitively apt to function in the existence-maintaining role for
a being like God. The problem with non-trivial desires was that God, since he is
perfect, cannot improve himself. However, if God does not know the future,
then he can improve. Having knowledge is a great-making feature and the more
God knows, the greater he becomes. The desire for knowledge is thus an appropri-
ate way for God to avoid boredom.
There are several problems with Open Theism – apart from its conflict with
some passages of the Holy Scriptures. For example, it is hard to draw the conclu-
sion that God does not know the future from the assumption that humans have
libertarian free will. Moreover, it is natural, at this point, to worry whether God
would be omniscient if he did not know the future. Furthermore, if God does
not know in advance what humans will do, this has some impact on his control
of human history. He could not choose outcomes but only lotteries of outcomes.
In contrast, in a timeless mode of existence God is not dependent on lotteries but
can choose outcomes directly. In the case of a timeless God, there would be no
unforeseeable events in the form of free choices and God could choose outcomes
directly. One might well wonder, for these reasons, if Open Theism really provides
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plausible accounts of God’s foreknowledge and omnipotence. His inability to
secure optimal outcomes on Open Theism may also affect God’s moral perfection.
The bottom line is that if Open Theism is true, our argument might fail. For cog-
nitive limitations could possibly enable an omnitemporal God to strive for ideals
and thus give meaning to his existence. However, we have also indicated why
Open Theism is a controversial theory with significant problems.
Conclusion
In this article we have argued that God is timeless rather than omnitem-
poral. Our argument is based on Bernard Williams’s work on immortality accord-
ing to which it is undesirable to be immortal because boredom necessarily besets
this kind of existence – on pain of irrationality or character shift. We tried to show
that Williams’s argument applies to an omnitemporal God. If Williams is right and
Central Premise is correct, it follows that, if God were omnitemporal, then he
would be bored. However, since God is the greatest possible being (as we
assumed God to be, following perfect being theology), he cannot be bored.
Hence, God cannot be omnitemporal, but must be timeless; and if he cannot be
timeless, then he does not exist.
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Notes
. This article assumes, for ease of reading, that God exists.
. Craig () and Helm (a) provide overviews of the arguments offered for God’s being timeless or
omnitemporal, respectively. Craig’s own view is that God is timeless sans creation but in time from the
moment of creation. For our purposes, we will treat Craig’s view as a variant of the position that God is
omnitemporal.
. As Williams (, ) puts it: ‘boredom . . . would be . . . a reaction almost perceptual in character to the
poverty of one’s relation to the environment’. And he goes on to say that one who is not bored but given
her situation should be permanently bored would become permanently bored were she to reflect more
upon her situation.
. For roots, rationales, and problems of perfect being theology, see Webb () and Leftow ().
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. On omniscience, see Mavrodes (); on omnipotence, see Webb (, –); on God’s goodness,
see Helm (b). Later we will add immutability to this list and consider this property in more detail.
. It cannot be argued that a timeless God would be bored for reasons similar to those that apply to an
omnitemporal God. According to Central Premise, it is inappropriate for persons not to become bored
after a sufficiently long sequence of time has passed. It cannot be appropriate for a timeless God to
become bored on the grounds that a sufficiently long sequence of time has passed, because for him there
is no passage of time at all. We do not see other reasons, apart from Central Premise, why a timeless God
could be bored. Boredom, we take it, is a temporal phenomenon, hence it is not applicable to the case of a
timeless God.
. Notice that our argument also pertains to Craig’s view that God is timeless without creation but omni-
temporal with creation (see n. ), for even if boredommay not yet be rationally inescapable for God, it will
become rationally inescapable at some point. Our argument does not require that an infinite sequence of
time has passed, but only a sufficiently long sequence of time.
. We admit, though, that we do not address a logically prior worry that has been raised by Mikel Burley
(b) about human immortals: how can we even conceive of their existence? Still, we should note, most
in the debate do not share Burley’s scepticism about the conceptual coherence of debates about
immortality.
. See Sorabji (, ), Belshaw (, ch. ), Bruckner (), Rosati (), Fischer & Mitchell-Yellin
(); see Perrett () for a critical discussion.
. For a detailed discussion of such ‘omniscient-immutability’ arguments see Gale () and (, ch. ).
. But does this not imply that a timeless God cannot have knowledge of true propositions that contain
temporal indexicals? Indeed, we think that attempts to show how a timeless being could know proposi-
tions of this kind fail and that, therefore, theists who hold a tensed view of time should understand divine
eternity in terms of omnitemporality; see Craig (). Correspondingly, if you think that God is timeless
and omniscient, then you are committed to a tenseless view of time. However, even if we are wrong, this
would still not undermine the relevant claim made in this section: that an omnitemporal God would be
immutable in a loose sense and that hence God’s character does not change.
. One might think that the first scenario, that of God’s having a fixed set of desires with infinitely many
members, is a non-starter because a being with such a set of desires cannot have a character. First, it
seems that the distinction between acting out of character and acting in character is built into the idea of
character. A being who, at any point of time, has an infinite number of desires might not seem to fit this
picture: everything this being does would count as acting in character; or so it might seem. Second, one
could argue that the idea of having a character involves that one simply cannot do certain things and must
do others, as Williams (c) and, interpreting him, Gay () suggest. However, the first argument
confuses ‘infinite number of desires’ with ‘every possible desire’, whereas the second idea would be in-
compatible with God’s omnipotence.
. There are some technical problems one has to solve if one wants to give precise definitions of these three
kinds of desire. However, for our purposes it is sufficient that the reader gets the main thrust of our system
of classification.
. On the first idea see John Martin Fischer (, –) and Fischer & Mitchell-Yellin (); on the
second see Wisnewski (, –) and Bruckner (). Neil Levy’s () notion of open-ended desire
might also be relevant here.
. One could object that certain processes could be part of God’s perfection rather than means to it; see
Nozick (, ). Conceptually speaking, this is possible. But we fail to see any plausible candidate for
such a perfection in the case of God. However, if there are divine perfections that take the form of pro-
cesses, then their instantiation would arguably bring along considerable costs in terms of God’s well-being
the significance of which we consider in the section on other-regarding desires.
. For some considerations on this topic see Metz (, –).
. John Piper (, –) claims that God’s love of himself is, on the contrary, ‘the essence of righteous-
ness’, because in this way he places supreme value on what is supremely valuable. However, righteous-
ness concerns the moral correctness of one’s first-order projects, actions, judgements, and so on, and it is
unclear how these can be supremely valuable as Piper claims and the response to Williams requires. What
is supremely valuable, as Piper makes clear, is the nature of God, ‘his own perfection and worth’, and this
is not what righteousness as a character trait, as an attribute of God, applies to.
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. Notice that Craig’s trinity monotheism is a form of social trinitarianism that treats the trinity as a ‘group
concept’; see Craig (). This is at odds with the more traditional trinitarian view that the three persons
of the trinity are consubstantial.
. Contra Bortolotti & Nagasawa (): they hold that Williams’s account of the meaning of life has to do
with the phenomenology of boredom and criticize him on this ground.
. Happiness can be understood as the balance of pleasure over pain. There are three classical theories of
well-being. According to hedonism, well-being is nothing but happiness. According to the other theories,
happiness is relevant for well-being but either matters only indirectly or is only one of several factors of
well-being. For an overview, see Crisp ().
. Notice that this does not contradict our earlier claim that one should not, on pain of self-indulgence,
delight in one’s own greatness. For even if delight and happiness are considered synonyms, the apparent
tension is dissolved upon keeping in mind that great-making happiness cannot be about one’s greatness.
We thank a reviewer for this journal for helping us at this point.
. A reviewer for this journal has objected that, when boredom and self-sacrifice confer meaningfulness, we
tend to admire people: Nelson Mandela would be a good example. Moral admiration, however, seems to
be different from worship. There is nothing strange in looking up to Mandela in a moral and very relevant
sense while also, in some morally unproblematic sense, pitying him because he suffers whereas you are
happy. In contrast, worship seems to require looking up to someone in every respect.
. A reviewer for this journal has pointed out that this could imply that the suffering of Jesus Christ during his
humiliation and crucifixion reduces his greatness. However, it is far from clear why this would be prob-
lematic. The standard line in Christian theology, we take it, is that Christ is both human and God. As
human, he suffers and is not maximally great. As God, he does not suffer and is maximally great. Neither of
these claims conflicts with our position. And even if one does not accept the standard line and holds that
Christ is necessarily maximally great, it is still possible to endorse a reading of well-being that is wider than
mere happiness (cf. n. ) and on which Christ would come out better off despite his suffering. Finally, we
would like to note that we are not committed to Christian theology, and thus rather than its being a
problem for our argument, we are inclined to see it as potential ground for progress in inter-religious
discussions if it turned out that Christ couldn’t be divine.
. Major arguments for God’s temporal existence are based on the previously addressed topic concerning
the knowledge of tensed propositions and on God’s relations to the world; see Craig (, ch. , secs. 
and ). We doubt that these considerations would on balance justify God’s boredom.
. The main rivals of Open Theism are the view that God has simple foreknowledge and Molinism. Molinists
and proponents of the simple foreknowledge view hold that God does know the future. The competing
theories of God’s providence are discussed in Boyd et al. ().
. See, in particular, the case of open-ended desires in Levy (, –). Wisnewski’s (, –)
argument, ultimately, also appears to depend on cognitive limitations (cf. Burley (a), ). A third
version of the cognitive limitations approach combines Wisnewski’s focus on uncertainty with a virtuous
disposition that involves an open-ended desire for knowledge. See Tanyi & Karlander (), cf.
Baumgarten ().
. There are three versions of Open Theism: () Propositions about future human decisions have truth value
and some of them are true, others are false. But God does not know any propositions about future human
decisions and is therefore not omniscient in the traditional sense. () All propositions about free human
decisions in the future are false. () All propositions about future free human decisions lack truth value.
On () and (), God is omniscient in the traditional sense. See Tuggy ().
. This article started its life as a joint idea with Attila Tanyi’s former Stockholm colleague Karl Karlander.
Therefore our first and foremost thanks go to Karl, without whom this article could not have been con-
ceived. Previous versions of the article have been presented in the nd Glasgow Philosophy of Religion
Seminar and at the Religious Studies at  conference. The article has also benefited from a discussion in
the work-in-progress seminar in Liverpool. We want to thank audiences on these different occasions. We
are also grateful for the comments we have received from Anca Gheaus, Daniel Hill, Elijah Millgram, and
Helge Rückert. Finally, we want to thank two anonymous referees of this journal who have provided many
very helpful suggestions.
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